Fast, Easy, Convenient
Fingerprinting for Business
Security clearance fingerprinting is time-consuming and complex, and
your Facility Security Officers and other trusted individuals have other
work to do. Sterling Identity clears the path for a faster, easier, more
comprehensive fingerprinting process with their partner, Inquiries Screening.
Sterling Identity also offers business employment screening, financial services
clearances for investigatory agencies, and identity and access biometrics
services for government groups large and small.

1.2
MILLION

civilians require new
government security
clearances every year

Spend less time on clearance fingerprinting
and more time on real security.

Largest SWFT-Approved
Network Available
Every one of our nearly 1,000 nationwide
locations features state-of-the-art, SWFTapproved Sterling Identity Registration
Stations ready to receive your security
clearance fingerprinting candidates.
You can select a convenient location
for your candidates, or they can pick
their nearest location themselves at
sterlingidentity.com/locations.

Trouble-Free, Professional, and Convenient
Sterling Identity provides the most trouble-free and professional
live scan fingerprint network so you can:
▪▪ Send applicants to convenient, SWFT-approved live
scan locations
▪▪ Collect fingerprints through a system protected by
military-grade security
▪▪ Let our partner, Inquiries Screening, submit fingerprints
to U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) for you!
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Sterling Identity Advantage
As Easy to Use as Your Smart Phone.
Sterling Identity’s biometric data collection system is simple,
modern, and intuitive. The touch-screen interface works
exactly how you’d expect, while our tamper-proof hardware
platform keeps your sensitive data safe and secure. It’s the
simplest, most reliable solution available.

Close to Home
Over 80% of the US population is less than
30 minutes from a convenient Sterling Identity
Registration Station.
In collaboration with The UPS Store®, we oﬀer
a single-sourced network of nearly 1,000
biometric registration locations in all 50 states
and Washington DC.
Find us at sterlingidentity.com/locations.

Better Tech = Better Experience
▪▪ Cutting-edge patented technology
▪▪ Touch screen interface
▪▪ Mobile-optimized registration
▪▪ Real-time fingerprint capture feedback
▪▪ Military-grade security and data encryption
▪▪ Mobile apps for Android/iOS

Sterling Identity Delivers Solutions
▪▪ Biometrics for Business
▪▪ Financial Services
▪▪ Government & Defense
▪▪ Direct for Individuals
▪▪ Visas & Travel
▪▪ Identity & Access Management

▪▪ Industry-leading customer support
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